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ABSTRACT . , I 1'

This student module on material hoist
,

safety is one's
of 50 modules concerned with job safety and health. This module A
presents safety concerns related.to electric, atx, and manually ,

. operated chain hoiits, as Well AS the design Undli erection
requirements tor inside and outside material hoistwtys. P0-116wing the
introduction, eight objectives (each. eyed to a page4in the text) the
student is expected to accompli44 at ted (e.g., Explain the
meaning of a safety factor). Then e- ctive is taught in detail,
sometimes accompanied by illustrations. Leaining activities are
included. A list of references and answers to learning. activities
complete the module. .(CT)
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INTRODUC1L10,N lk
41

The concept of using/a rope and a pulley to diminish.the'energy re-

quired to lift a,load is centuries old. WithotAt hoisting devices of some

kind, the great pyramids of Egypt might never have been biiilt. The copei
. .

pulley, and water bucket atthe water well- was
.

part of AMerican farm ,life,
1 .

and in many places 'in rural America, this ancient hoisting device' is still'
4-

making 'it easier tq 7draw"
4

a pail of water.

Presently in the construction of modern high rise' buildings, the use-of
,

- hdtsting equipment is,essential to raise large amounts- of equipment and

materials, as well as per'sonnel,std the upper-levels. The, size of modern,

industrial hoisting quipment ranges 'from huge-hammehead-cranes to simple,

manually-operated chain hoists. In every case, hoists are designed for spe-.

ci/fic'jobs. When they are used safely within their limitattons, hoists seem

to accomplish/ miracles; when used ins'afely or carelessly, they can.be the

mostAgolgerous of machines. - -,:..._-

This. module addresses material hoists safety. SpeCift5.011y, itN-re -

sentS safety concerns related to electric, air, and manually-operated chain

hoists, as well asthe design and erection requirements fof inside and out-.

side material hoistways. The ,meaning of a safety factor sffive is ex-
', . (/

-plained,, and informatia abOui the selection and maintenance of hoisting
.

-,

ropes is presated.
,

r

°f

414

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module/ the student should be ab1.0 to:

Descr?te three types'oNmater'ial hoists. (Page 3)

/ 2. Explain the meaning-of.% safety factdr:

1
(Page'4)

'3. List three safety features:. for each type of material hoist. '(Page 8)
_ -

4. Identify the basic safety requirements for material hoists, including

-.four design-related reqUirementS. (Page 8)

5. Discuss factors that should be considered in rope selection for'mate-

rial hoists. (Page 13)

4
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6. List the four requirements fore entrance profeCtion for Matertal'hoist- ,

ways. (page417),

7. Describe two safety featuhes that should be found onentrance gates to

material hoistways. (Page 18)

8. Cite trjo additional factors to be considered in the safety Of-material

hoistways. (Page 20)
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1.pBacilvE 1:* List three types of material hoists.'

ti

,

4

SUBJECT MATTER

-0

Material hoists are devices for moving materials from one area to an

ot4r, or from one level to another; they !nay' be fixed (permanently in-

ttalled) or portable, large or- small. MoV modern Industrial material
#

hoists are designed for specific jobs, and although there are,literally

thousands of thgm, most of them' range from 1/4 to one ton in capacity and

fall into One of three categories. There are electric hoists, air hoists,

and Hand-operated chain hoistS: (See figure 1.) Electric hoists and air

hoists are often permanently installed at a work station because. they are

designed to lift heavier lo"ads. Hand - operated chain hoists are usually por-

table,.very versatile, ehd"more common in a variety of work areas tharcither.

types of hoists. 4nd-operated chain hoists can also be hooked permanently

onto an.overhead monorail trolley, or built into thg trolley.as an inte- .

grated part.,

'-

Figure 1: ,Three- types of hoists.

f

. . ,

.

Another ,attracti ve qualify ..or4hand-operated chain hoi.sts, is that they
. , 4,

are suitable for many .load- lifting operations' that might normally use a

block and tackle fitted with manila,.edpe.' In such all, operation/ the hand-

4

e
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operated chain hoist-serves the purpose bettea'r.6ecause it is stronger; more

durable, and therefore more-dependable than bloCk, tackle and rope.

ACtIVITY 1:

1 List the three types ofmaterial*oists.

a.

b.

c.

2. What is the type of material hoist most common in .

industry?

r.

IOBJECTIVE 2: Explain the meaning of a safety factor.

1

Safe load limits for material handling devices are determined fh--exper-

imehtal situations. These "ideal conditions are often'not the same as

-fhosNencountered irr an actual work site; ,therefore, a safety factors is used.'

to compensate for this .4= Assigning a numbered safety-factor ii a way of re-.

lating the breaking strength of a pieceof equipffignt or material to the

maximum permissible stress when the equipment' or Aterial is in use.

The formula for establishing a factor of safety is a-complex one. 'How-

'ever, a general rule for hoisting purposes is that ft is not-advisable for

the total working Mad on a hoist or hoist platform to exceed 1/3 of.its

breaking strength. This rule is known as ,a safety factor of five,: Incither

.words, if a material, hoist has a breaking strengthof 4000 pounds, and is de-
.

signed with a safety factoc_of five, the hoist should carry no likire:than,1/5

of 4 000 Bounds. The maximum permissible stress or the maximum safe load,

would thus be 800 pounds.

I

*Answers to Activities_ begin on Page 21.

Page 4/SH-16
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ACTIVITY 2:

(Circle the Correct answer.)

A general rule \for heisting purposes is that the total

-working loadson a hoist or hoist plktform should not- ex:

ceed how much of its breaking. strength?

1.

2. 1/4.

3. 1/5.

t

L.

OBJECTIVE 3: List three safety features for, each types

of material hoist. V.,

Some general safetyrulei should be applied to the use -of all types of

material hoists. The first of these safety rules concerns the geed for reg-
-.

ular inspection. Whether a hoist is Operated by electricity, by air, or by

hand, it should be inspected Ordetail at regular intervals on a 'daily

basis, if needed. InspectOrs should pay special attention to lOad hookb

cables, chains, brakes, and limit switches. SincA material hoists all have

safety factors, the load capacity of each hoist, should b4 shown in conspic-
.

)ous figures on Both sides of the machine.
.

Other general safety,rules for hoists call, for all \hoists to be

attached to their supports (whether fixed member or trolley) with shackles.

Support.ho,aks should have safety latches, as should load hooks.'

Extra protection againt failure of the supporting hook, shackle, or

blick can be provided by a retaining cable. ThisicaWle should be looped

around the body of the hoist and through'the support, as shown in Figure 2..

Oneiery importantlrule to remember about All material hoists.opera-

tioos-is that a load should 'be picked up only when it is directly under the

hoist. Othet rwise, the hov ist will be subjectedcto stresses for which it is

not designed.
1 .

Some specific features have been desigftedto increase the safety of
.

each type of material hoitt, and a discussi

j

of these follows..

lk

-b

8

-
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a.

RETAINING CABLE

Figure 2. k ining cable protects against failure of.

s orting odk, shackle, or block.

ELECTRIC HOISTS

Electric hoists, unless they aregrounded, should have nonconducting

control cords. 'Control cords shoUld have handles of distinctly different

contours so that -the operator will know by "feel" whether he is hoisti-ng or
, .

towering the load. Ropes should te4lear)y marked "hoist" or "lower." Some

companies attach an arrow to each control rope to point out the direction in

wh the'load will move when a rope is pull d.

In some situations, It is wise to pass the control ropes through a

spreader to/keep them from becoming tangled. In all cases, 'Control ropes

should be insected weekly-for.wear or other defects. .

Floor - operated electric hoists should have a safety device that will

cause an automatic return to "off" and thus stop the hoist unless a constant

pull is maintained on the control button. Pushbutton control circuits

should be limited to 110-120 volts. An electric hoist should also have a

stop limit device installed on the hoist motion, so that at least two turns

of rope will remain on the drum when the load black is on the floor.

\ q

Page.6/SH-16
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AIR HOISTS

A

One tiasic'haza4\with'an air hoist is'that the locknut t4.t;olds the

piston on its mod may become so loose that'the piston will pull'put of the

'rod and drop Ale load. To avoid this pOssibility, theCASTELLATED NUT

COTTER PIN locknut should be Secured to the piston rod wifh.aw

castellated nut (e nut with slots cut in the top through

which a cotter pin clb be insertedto hold the nut,in

place) and cottet pin. (See 'Figure 2.) This is an :

Figure 3. Castel- important item to check during inspections ,or at any
lated nut wi-th

time 'the hoist is repaired or Overhauled.cotter pin.

If an ordinary hoOk used to hang an'aif.

hoist from its support, a 'clevis (a V- shaped metal shale and pin) or other

restraining device should be used to prevent the hook fro; coming )(lose from

the hoist support. .To prevent an air hoist from hoisting or lowering too

fast, a choke shoU'rd be placed in the air Line. This is accomplished by

placing a washer' with the correct opening in the air line coupling.

Air hoistihave many more manual .safety features tha other'types of

,hoists; in particular, there are two more items that OSHA (Occupational

Safety and Health Administration) requires)for air hoist operations. First;

air hoistsshouid be connected
*
to an air supply of sufficient capacity and

pressure to safely operate .the hoist, This means that presSure gages on air

tanks should be inspected 4t regular fhtervals to be sure they are register
,

OSHA
A

,
ingthe right pressure. Second, OSHA speCifies-ihat air hoses supplying air -,,,.

. .--

to air hoists shouldbe c 4nected using positive connection4 only, to pre-

vent their becdMing dis nnected during use. .Supply hoses should also be

inspected at-regular iptervals. A defective hose-tould blow and cause tEe

load to drop, or Permit a loose end of the hose to snap wildly'about 'Icier

high pressure and seriously hurt somebody. . . S' .

CHAIN HOISTS

- A chain4hoist should be of greater capacity than the regular work it

is required to do. Load-sustaining parts of chain hoists should not be made

of cast iron or other metals that will not wifistand a sudden shock. Steel

IMIIMMIN111Lw.
0
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.is sufficiently ductile- (has a capadlity to .adapt to change) to absorb a sud-'

den shock, and load-sustaining parts shoUld be made of steel. Hoist sUp=_

portsmust.alsorbe strong enoUg4 to Carry the load imposed on them, and sup-

ports should be inspected regularly.

Hoist chaihs should be made of the, best quality welded steel with a

load.safety factor of five. Load, sheaves should have no fewer than five

accurately formed pockets for seating the chain. (A sheave is a-grobved

wheel used to _change theirecti'op of the hoisting rope.) f.

One'final note of safety about hand-operated Chain hoists: proper .

lifting procedures must be followed to avoid strain or injury to the pera-

tor. ij 1

Ao

ACTIVITY e
" t.

1. List'one safety factor. each for portable chait.

hoists and'for electric hoists.

a.-
AI

b.

What two parts of An air hoist's supply system

should 'be inspected regularly?

a.
,

b.

5

OBJECTIVE 4: Identify the basic safety requirements for

material hoists, including four design-related require-

ments. r

A different type of material hoist is one that is constructed like an

elevator (see Figure 4). ,This type of material hoist ?nay be erected in a

hoistway inside,a building or in an outside tower. All material hoistways
. .

of this type should be designed by a'licensed professional. engineer and.

I.

8/SH-16
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t
erected according- to the ma.nufac-*r
turer'sspecifictions. When the

manufacturer's specifications are
,not availlble, a professional
engineer should determine load-

limitations, and thele limitations
must be .st fol low- ed. 'Th.1 s

t. i
is a primary safety requirement.

,

Another trasic safetyrequi re-.-
it ment of- all .materfar,hoists con-

C .
,cernsf the cloOnterweight. Weight-
must ,be added too an untoaded hook

i -, , rto allow it to tower, or.overhau 1,
........:-,,._____

---ic-z......
._.....--gagia-e

!,---
thrugh tle syterti... this weigtit
. Afacto is cal l-ed th4 co,onterweight0

Figure 4. Elevator-ty.k, outside ' and ',is. normally detelpned by the,) material hoist:
manufacturer's specificatins.

i
,),_

Ektra %/eight, must never .be added to a .specified counteiwieight to increase
4

the lowering speed. Extra weight' will increase the weir on cablei and on.
all moving parts and will impair -the proper functioning' of safety devices.

/

As the name implies, material hoist is made for moving materials, not
workers. For safety, only those workers involved in' maintenance and inspec-

4*tion activities related to the hoist itself- ar:e.allowed.twilde a material
hoist. The statement ,"No Rider es Allowe 'mutt be posted fir a conspicuous

1

lotation on the 'car firamp.
Besides sidhering to-these basic safety ,r equi rements related to design

-and erection, material hoistways must.'fallow other. requirements. The hoist-,
o ways must ,have rated load capacities, recommended operating-speeds, and spe-

, -cial hazard warnings or instr.uetions post% on cars and platforms..
OSHA requires any material hoist to have a signal system. Whistle sig-

.na.1% around hoisting activities are dangerous befause they are easy to con-
s

flise with other noises. Hand, signals function well when the operator can

'clearly see the signalman, but there isa better way. A mechanical bell at
the engine, .operated b ptilling a wire, or every a -light prated by a pull

.

.SH-16/Pa.qe- 9
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wire, is much more satisfactory. Lights, or bells. used should have

preset Laningspfor each bell sound or each

1 belt-or ltght =' stop.
4

2 bells or fights
4

3 beltsor.lights = lower.

4 bells or Tights = lower slowly. .

A raptd series df lights or'belis means EMERGENCY STOP!

The condition of wire ropes used lo'ma.terial hoists is a primary safety

. consideration. Factors in the selection of wire ropes and features that in-

. . dicate wear and end of rope'service are described in Objective 5.

'All entrances of hofstway% pust be prloteCted by substantial gates or bars

that must guard the full width of the landing entrance. ilitohinq detices

are required on bars or gates, that protect entrances; and these and other

requirements for entrance
-

will be discussed in Objective
/'

Overhead protective covering must be provided on the top of every'mate-

hoistcage or platform. The protective cov.erfngmust be two-inch

planking, 3/4nch plywood, or other solid material of equivalent strength. .

In addition to overhead protection forithe cage or platform, the operator's

station of a hoisting machine must be provided with overhead protection

equivalent to tight planking no les;'thap two inches thick; and the support

for thebverhead-section.must be of equalclirength. .

.

7

INSIDE MATER?4 HOISTWAYS

'11
In addition to the general requirements for all material hoistwlys,

gitandards must be met .for material hqristway constructed inside a build-
.

- !I ing.' The shaftwOs of inside material hoist may be solidly enclosed, but .

in cases where they arenot, they must be conS'crUcted to meet cerOM re:

.quirements. When a hoist tower is enclosed, it)must be enclosed,on all

sides, throughout its entire height, with a screen enclosure of half-inch

mesh, No. 18 U.S..gage wire or equivalentexCept for the landinvaccess. .

When a hoist tower is not enclosed, the hoist platform or car must 6e .

totally enclosed '(caged) on all sides, for the full height 4tween the floor

and the overhead protective covering, with half=inch mesh of No. 14 U.S.

4
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% a
, gage wire or equivalent. The hoist1tatform enclosureMustinclude the re-

quired gaies,for loading and'unldiding, and a six-foot high enclose must

! be provided on the unused' sides of the hoist tower at ground level.

OUTI611 MATERIAL HOISTWAYS
. ,

For outside material hoists, a number of different factori mutt.be con-

sidered. The most important difference between inside and outside hOistways *

is that an outside hoistway is especially subject to stress from wind. Thils

factor is called "wind loading" and should be carefully fisidered at the

time an outside hoistway is erected. A-

In ceftain climates, the wip0 loSding factor may be very high, but.in all

cases, this factor demands" that an outside hoistway design be based on a.

safety factor of at least five., (A safety fatter of fiveimeans that the

ffbistway must be constructed to withstand five timnIthe actual working'

stress when in use.) Another essential for an outside hoistway is that the

tower should be on a level and solid fOundation and should be well guyed or

fastened to the building.

Becausethe safety factor of five is required, foundation footings for

outside hoistways should be carefully designed. Since the tower must'be

vertically plumb and extend at least feet beyond the' top of the building,

even a Sligimovement.of a foundatton,footing could seriously impair safe

operation -of the hoistway.. It could'also dithinish 'the safety factor to the

point that the hoistway would have to be shut,down.

All'hoistwaYS or 'towers houldfbe cross-braced, and firmly anchored to

the building. In cases where hoistways or towers are erected independent of

the building, they should be guyed at each corner every 25 feet in height,

' with a wire rope at least half an inch in diameter. -,

Under no circumstances should guy fires ever be attached to reinforcing

tteel that jrojects through the floor in freshly poured concrete, ocpto

'dther insecure.portians of new work. The lower end of guy vires.should be

Carefully protected from damage by moving vehicles. If the lower end of a

guy wire has to be positioned so that it might be subject to damage from

moving vehicles ,ii proper barricade with warning lights shoulebe placed

around the guy wire end. Close working conditions sometimes demand that guy

p.

SH-16/Page 11,
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wires cross public streets or passageways. In such situations,,guy wires
.

should leave adequate clearance,for traffic and they shou4d be marked with

warning or 9.arance lights.

An outsidedmaterial hoistway should be enclosed with heavy wire screen-

ing and should be equipped with.a fixed ladder extording the full length of

the tower-. Where .landing platforms connect the hoistway to the building,

the platformsshoufd be constructed of strong material capable -of sustaining

-the-M4.iinum possible load. Landing platforms shouldialsq have standard

guard rails and toeboards. io

lioistway toweri'may be constructed of tubblar steel or wood. When -

towers are made of wood, splices(joins) imposts (upright timbfrs) should.

be staggered, and made with cleats at least two inches thick by four feet

long.

ACTIVITY 4:

List four basic safety features of-any material

hoist.

a.

b.

c.

d.

2. Mark each statement True or- False.

Page 12/SH-16-

True False

Trde False

True False

True False

True False

a. qk bell system provides clearer
signals than a whistle system.

b. The condition of Wire ropes-is an
important' safety consideration
for material hoists.

c. Counterweights sometimes require
additional weigheto speed lower-
ing of the hoist.

d. ,Special hazard warnings must be
posted on hoist cars and play -
form.

e. All material hoists must have,
rated load capacities.

1.5



A

4.

;IP

0
True Fal'se f. "No Riders Allowed" refer,sto the

general public only, and workers
on the lob site may freely use
the m4erial hoist.

,

3. What is the: safety fatfbr on which an outside mate-

, rial hoistWayis bashr.;

4. What,preciUtions should be taken.14tli regard to guy

wires that must orpst.public,streets?

a

b.

5. Regarding outside material hoistways, what_is want

by wind loading? '=

11

OBJECTIVE 5: Discuss faetdrs thaeshouldl/pe considered

in rope- selection for material hoists.

Th. choice of ropes to be used in hoisting operations is a significant

. factor in the overall safety of the hoist. 'Infselecting hoisting rope, it

should b remembered that rppes,Ukeit in material hoistways are especially

stbjectltalatigue. Fatigue isthe name given to the wear caused by the

constant bending of the rope over sheaves and around drums. As explained

earlier,.a sheave i,s,a groo'ved wh61 used to: change the direction,of,a

hoisting rope. The best rope foi- use'in material hoistways is a round

/ strand wirerope of grade 11t/120 Improved .Plow. This grade of rope )as/

I .good. fatigue resistance as well as'good wearing qualities

/Another element in selecting a good hoisting is the assurance that the

;'rope lay," (see Figure 54 is the mast appropriate for the intended service.

A rape.with a "regular lay" has wtres in the strands laid in one direction,

While the strands in the ropefarelaid in the opposite direction. In a° wire

SH167Page 13
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A

a

REGULAR LAY LANG LAY

. .

Figure Examples of regular

I ')1

rope with a."La'ng lay, the wires

in the strands, as well as the

strands in the rope, are laid'in
.

the sam* direction. Ropes withta

'Lang lay should not.be used On

single part hoistlines due to

their tendency to kink and un-

twist, even'thOugh they have great

resistance to fatigue. 1Regular

Tay wire ropes geperally provide

the best service for a material

hoist because they can withstand .

considerable crushing and distor-

tion, they have'good resistance to

kinking and twisting, and they,are

easy to handle.

The correct use of the drum

. on which the wire is wound -is

another important safety'factor:

Base=MoUnted drums, used in

I

an Lang lay rope. .

hoisting are required to be
. .

-1.nstalled, operated, inspected, and maintained according to manufacturer's (t
-

,
Specifications.- The way in which the wire rope is wound on the drum is the

basis good rope service as -well as rope safety. The basic rule to get-

"ting sfrted right is to wind the rope from the reel onto the drum so that

it .bends in the Same directiOn.' In Other words, the wit-( should reeled
. .
from the top of the reel he top of the drum, and reeled from the bottom

of the reel to the bott,m of the drum. .BraciAg.41ank againse reel to

keep ,tpns'ion on the' rope helps it spool .onto'lrdrum firmly. /
Thesize-of the sheave or sheaves used in amaterial hoist Neration

. A, .

must also be considered. gape.fatigue caused by the rope traveling over
.

sharp bends cam be lessened by the uSe of the largest diameter sheave that

Is ftactical. The size and condition of.the groove in a sheave is also an
4

- important factor-in long rope life and in safe. service. A groove that is
)

4
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too large will cause a host rope to.flatten;.a gr _aove that is too small
1

. will pinch the rope. 'Figure '6shows sheave and rope relationship.

I

If

PROPERLY MATCHED
ROPE & SHEAVE

I

LEFT
FLEET
ANGLE

ROPE IS TOO LARGE -
WILL PINCH1

ROPE IS TOO SMALL
WILL FLATTEN

Figure 6.. Ropesand sheaveiphould be properly matched.

V

Another important aspect of

hoisting design is the relation-

I ship between sheave, drum, and

rope. This relationship is;known

as the "fleet angle" (Figu ;e

The fleet angle is defined as the

angle between tO0 'lines, one drawn

from the center of the sheave,

through one flange of the drum,

and the other through the center

of-the sheave to the center of the

drum. In Figure 7, the fleet

angle were too afar to the right or

left, the rope would wear a groove

in the sheave. If the fleet angle

LINE were too limited right or Tert,.it
0 SHEAVE

would cause the rope to pile up at

one flange of the drum.

Careful sheave inspection .

inthe sheave groove if the ropy is too small. Weer along

R MKT
FLEET
ANGLE

CENTER LINE
A,'" OF DRUM

FLANGE

;,Figure 7. 'Fleet angle.

FLANGE

will reveal wear

4V.
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It

the flanges of the sheave-groove indicates an imprope, fleet angle or a riTlYg 411'
. , I

too large for\the sheave. Sheave groove gages are available especially for
.

this type 'of .inspection. (See Figure 8.)

Be earings on should be carefully.rnspected, too. Bearings, .

.
-

should r.ot!!! yreely. A bearing that wobbles is a sure sign of-other prob-

lemt in the rope, sheave, and drum

4 elationIshfp. A bearing that wob-

V/ SHEAVE bales excessively indicates that
, GROOVE

the sheAvevshould be replaced.

,A i The bearing s6J1d be cheated qr. '.
C7

5;
i lubricati6n, too.

+ /,

Ladk of lubrication may be a' re-
.-,-,

4 sult of normal operation and may

indicate nothing more than a need -

for more lubrication. However,

the gperator must be sure that the

' lack of 11,bricatioW has not ,con-
- .

tributed to excessive bearing
.....

. wear-

Wire hoisting rope must be

Figure a. 'Careful sheave groove removed froM serviCe when any one

inspection is accomplished with
sheave. groove gage.

of the following conditions

dexists;

Wben 'there aresix rand() distributed broken wires-in one rope lay,

or th rOken wires in o
e)

strand of one rope lat. (A rope lay is

the dis Pce measured along a rbpe in which a strand makes one com-
plete revolutioq about the robe's Axis.)

When'one-third of the Original diameter-of the outside wires is lost

because-of abrasibn, scrubbing, flattening or preening.

- When there has been a reduction, from the Original diameter of more than
3/64 of an inch for.wire ropesiofsdiameters up to and including 3/4 of

an inch. o, *, ,

When the reduction from the original diameter is 1/16 of an
,

inch fpr

ropes with diameters from 7/8 of an inch to 1 1/8-inches.

When the reduction from the original diameter is 5/32 df an inch for
ropes with diameters from 1 1/4,to 1. 1/2 inches.

,*(
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ACTIVITY 5:
.,

.

' (Fill An .the blank5'.)
-,-/

4
LI, 4

1..' The best rope for service in material hoists iS --)

, f
-

1

2. . lay4 wire ropes are better than. "Lang

roOefor'mater:fal hoisting.

3 140waY, IA which the wire rope is on,

the drum is theq.bsis of,,good rope service.asliell

as rope safety.

,4. fatigUe caused by( tie rope traveling over

sharp bends can be rediced by the Ilse of the

1 'diameter Theave 'avai.4,40e with the proper

sheave'grooye.

5. Wire rope should be observed for broken wires and

reductiqn in

OBJECTIVE 6: f*ist the four requirement for entrance
*

protection ftW material-hoeiltways.

All entrances elevator-type material hoistways must be prOected by

"'substantial gates or bars to guard thee full width ofJhe l'a.nding entrance.

(See Figure 9.),. As well as this general requirement, there are °the

specific requirements for entrance protettion to material hoistri s:

1. All hoistway entrance bars and gates should/be painted with diagonal
contrasting colors, such as yellow and black stripes.
.

AP

a

2. Bars milt not be less than two-by-four inchrWooden bars or the equiva7
lent, and roust be- located at least two feet from the hoistway line.

3. Gates g'btrsprotecting the entrance'to hoistwsys should be. equipped
with latching devices.

4. Bars should be'located not lets than 36 inches, nor more than 42
inches, above the floor. This distance'from the floOr will prevent a
person of average height from slipping under or falling over the ;bar.

ASH -16 /Page 17
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oe

Figure 9. Hoistway entrance bars and gates should be
diagonal contrasting colors.

in the blanks.)

Ark entrance bar to a material hoistw6 must be not
4.

ACTIVITY 8:

jilted with

I
less than 36 inches from the floor so-nobody can

trip over it. Why must itlbe no more than 42

inches above the floor?

2. What'kinds of locks should be prov ded for person-

nel hoifts or gates of the car: itself?-

QBJEcTnrE 7: Describe two safety features that should

be found on eVrance gates to material hoistways.

Since both gates and bars cpn be usedl! .entrances of material hoists,

it is good to have an idea Of how both of them work. Gates can be con-

structed of solid wood or made from wooden slat, and they shopld be

counterweighted andhave locking or latching mechanisms. A single wood b r

is sometimes used at entrances, and whefit js, it should be attached perm

.1
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V.

, .

mently by a hinge at one end and should have a receiver of substantial con:.
IN

struction at the other.

Wiletherit is a wooden date or a single bar; two essential safety fea-

tures are the. counterweight and the lOcking or latching mechAnism.' The

4:

locked or latche' gate indicates to everyone that it is unsafe to enter tfte

shaftway, and t counterweight assures that the gate will close by.itseIf,. f s

after the hoist hi-I left'the'entrance,

The required entrance bars or gates are extremely important to safety

<Without them,.workers not paying attention, oribose who slip or trip, could-
.

actually fall down an on hatchway.

It,has been noted (in Objective 6). that hoistway entrance bars and

gates should be painted with diagonal, contrasting 'Colors. Yellow and black

are the
)

traditional coloaused, but red and which or some other combination

of colors could be used. Whatever the color coding, the color should be

highly visible so that it will serve as an alarm fsr anyone approaching the

sate area.

One of the hazards around gates is that of getting caught in the

doors. This hazard can 'result from slipping and tripping, but it is more

, frequently a result of improper work dress. "Workers should' ifoid wearing

/loose clothing gen opening gates. Hair should be tied back if it: is 949,

and shoelaces should ffe .securely tied before the gate area is entered. Rags

sticking out orpockets should also be removed. rfnally, in any part of a
/ .

construction area-, it is wise to wear a hard hat that does not fall off

every time you bend overt Instinctively reaching out to catch a falling'

hard'hat can cause injuries in the workplace.

. ACTIVITY 7:

Name. two safety features that should be ,found on en-

trancegates to material hoistways.

2.

,

r.

''1.
/ f

P

1
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OBJECTIVE 8: Cite two additional factors to be consid-

ered in, the safety of material hoistways.

Material hotst plttforms usually move up and town a shaftway on' a

Nat rally, these car...cables should be carefully inspected at regular

intervals. However, to guard against any possibiliy that a car cable

should break, there should also be'a safety stop. .

On many material twistways, the car equipped with a broken-rope tyrSe

of safety device. In the event that the car cable breaks, the safety device

throws safety clamps into position on the guide rails along the shaftWay an

brings the car to an emergency stop. ihould a car cable break, an over-

weighted counterbalance could cause the car to move at too fast a rate for

the safety.clamps.totget a good grab on the guide rails. This is one reason

if is i'portant that do material hoigtway be counterbalanced with more

`weight than specified by the designing engineer,

An additiona-f safety factor to be considerd in material hoists is

type of flooring used. Because they receive excessive abuse from th move,.

ment of heavy materials in and out, all material hoist platforms should be

const4 ructed with substantial flooring.

Flooring should be o f not less than 2-inch timber. The sides that will

not be used for loading should be enclosed with heavy wire screening and

7

f

have slit-inch 4repoardF.

(CtrtleVue or False.)

1. Car cables of material hoist platforms shouldbe

inspected regularly.
A

True False

2.
eift

A broken-rope safety device causes the car cable to

break.

AOTiVITY 8:

Page 20/SH-16
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3. The flooring of a
r

matitrials hoist platform should
I

be $ubstantial.Y

True -False

w
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ACTIVITY 1

1. a. Electric hoists,

b. Air hoists.

c. Hand operated chain hoists.

2. Hand-operated chain hoists.

ACTIVITY 2

3. 1/5.

ACTIVITY 3 .

a

ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES

4

1. a. Electric hoists - noncbnducting control cords, ropes marked hoist
1 or lower, stop limit device. (Any one.)

b. Portable chain hoists - Must be of larger-capacity than the
regular work requires, sheaves should have,fi(ve pockets. (Any
one .1 IL

ft

a P
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.

2. a. Pressure' gages.

b. Supplyhoses.

ACTIVITY 4.

1. a. Hoist tower enclosure. 1

b. Entrance protection.

c. Gates that latch securely.

d. Protective covering for operators.

.2. True.a rue.

b. True:

c. False.,.

d. True.

e. True.

f. False.

3. Safety factor of five. /

4. a. Leave clearance'for!traffic.

b. Mark with warning or clearance lights.

5. The Stress -the hois is subject to from wind.

ACThTY 5

1. Round strand wire rope of grade 110/120 Improved Plow.

2. Regular lay.

3. Wound.

4. Largest.
0

5. Diameter.

ACTIVITY'6

1. So that no one should slip under or fall Over it.

2. Mechanical locks that cannot be operated from the landing side.

10
ACTIVITY 7

1. Counterweights.

2.
7

Locking or latching mechanisms;
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4.

a

ACTIVITY 8

1. True.

2. False.

3. True.

ss e

a

fl

ss

eft

I.
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